Fantasy and Others

Tall Wizard
Rough-Out $28
Carving $125

Small Wizard
Rough-Out $18
Carving $75

Leap Frog Elf
Rough-Out $30
Carving $200

Grog
Rough-Out $25
Carving $125

Jester
Rough-Out $25
Carving $135

Olof
Rough-Out $25
Carving $130

Bar Wench
Rough-Out $25
Carving $130

Rolly
Rough-Out $25
Carving $125

Sven
Rough-Out $25
Carving $130
Fantasy and Others

Fishing Frog
Rough-Out $20
Carving- $95

Mouse w/ cheese
Cut-Out $25
Carving - $100

Clown w/ dog
Cut- Out $30
Carving - $125

Tall Viking
Rough-Out $25
Carving- $150

Football #2
Cut-Out $ 25
Carving- $100

Football #1
Rough-Out $25
Carving - $100

Sailor
Rough-Out $20
Carving - $95

Popeye & sweet pea
Cut – Out $25
Carving - $95

Mammy w/ chicken
Cut-Out - $25
Carving - $125
Small Horse
Rough-Out $15
Carving - $45

Beaver
Rough-Out $15

Irishman
Rough-Out $25
Carving - $150

Gnome on Schrum
Rough-Out $25
Carving - $150

Gnome
Cut – Out $15
Carving - $65

Cool Cat
Cut – Out $40
Carving - $500

Biker
Rough-Out $25
Carving - $100

Grey Beard
Rough-Out $25
Carving - $100

Rabbit w/ pipe
Rough-Out $25
Carving - $150
Fantasy and Others

Shelf Dragon
Rough-Out $15
Carving - $55

Ole Salt
Cut-Out $20
Carving - $100

Pool Guy
Rough-Out $30
Carving - $150

Centurian
Rough-Out $25
Carving - $125

Witch toothpick holder #2
Cut-Out $15
Carving - $55

Shelf Elf #2
Rough-Out $20
Carving $85

Witch toothpick holder #1
Rough-Out $15

Ole woman w/ pipe
Cut-Out - $20
Carving - $125

Wood Chopper
Rough-Out $25
Carving $130
Fantasy and Others

Tar Baby
Rough-Out $15
Carving - $65

Pirate bust #1
Cut-Out $20
Carving $85

Goofy
Rough-Out $20

Pirate Scene
Cut-Out kit $35
Carving $190

Bear w/ fish
Cut-Out $15
Carving $55

Big Foot & Son
Cut-Out $20
Carvings $75

Trapper Bust
Cut-Out $20
Carving $85

Shelf Elf #1
Rough-Out $20
Carving $85

Tork the Troll
Rough-Out $20
Carving $85
Fantasy and Others

Laying Moose
Rough-Out $15
Carving $55

Boy on log
Rough-Out $15
Carving $65

Merlin
Rough-Out $15
Carving $65

Dragon
Rough-Out $20
Carving $85

Barrels of Rum
Rough-Out $30
Carving $200

McFinn
Rough-Out $25
Carving $75

Kicking Colt
Cut-Out $15
Carving $65

Harvest Queen
Rough-Out $30
Carving $175
Banana pull
Cut-Out $15
Carving $55

O Ryan
Rough-Out $20
Carving $85

Pirate Bust #2
Cut-Out $20
Carving $85

Gargoyle
Rough-Out $25
Carving $75

Reptilian Knight
Rough-Out $25
Carving $125

Bilbo
Rough-Out $25
Carving $150

Lord Jim
Rough-Out $25
Carving $100

Olga
Rough-Out $15
Carving $55

Orc Patrol
Rough-Out $25
Carving $100
Wizard
Cut-Out $25
Carving $125

Dog #1
Cut-Out $15
Carving $75

Dog #2
Cut-Out $15
Carving $85

Dog #4
Cut-Out $15
Carving $65

Man w/ crow
Rough-Out $25
Carving $125

Dog #3
Cut-Out $15
Carving $85

Clown w/ balloon
Cut-Out $25
Carving $125

Turtle
Rough-Out $15
Carving $65
Bottle stopper #4
Cut-Out $15
Carving $55

Brutus
Cut-Out $30
Carving $130

Sweet Pea
Cut-Out $15
Carving $55

Pop eye
Rough-Out $20
Carving $100

Whimpy
Rough-Out $20
Carving $100

Golfer
Cut-Out $20
Carving $85

Pappy
Cut-Out $20
Carving $95

Olive Oil
Rough-Out $20
Carving $100
Fantasy and Others

Coal Miner
Rough-Out $20
Carving $150

Martian
Cut-Out $15
Carving $65

Penelopy
Rough-Out $15
Carving $55

Kid
Cut-Out $15
Carving $55

Alien Aquatic
Rough-Out $20
Carving $85

Keep on Trucking
Cut-Out $20
Carving $65

Da

Champ
Rough-Out $20
Carving $125

Eric
Rough-Out $15
Carving $65
Carving Fantasy Characters
15 great projects
$15.00

Carving Fantasy Creatures
5 great projects
$11.00

D.V.D. Intro to Caricature
Learn how to carve a Caricature Face. 1hr.40min $29.00

Rhadigan Detail knife (top)
$39.00
Rhadigan Mini Detail knife
$39.00
made for me by Helvie Knives

Floyd’s Woodcarving
Tote & Tool Roll
holds 21 tools + extras
$35.00